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Big Little Man - Alex Tizon 2014
A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist's memoir, in the spirit of Richard Rodriquez's Hunger for Memory and
Nathan McCall's Makes Me Wanna Holler--an intimate look at the mythology, experience, and psyche of the
Asian American male
Cloaked - Alex Flinn 2012-02-14
I’m not your average hero. I actually wasn’t your average anything. Just a poor guy working an after-school
job at a South Beach shoe repair shop to help his mom make ends meet. But a little magic changed it all. It
all started with the curse. And the frognapping. And one hot-looking princess, who asked me to lead a
rescue mission. There wasn’t a fairy godmother or any of that. And even though I fell in love along the way,
what happened to me is unlike any fairy tale I’ve ever heard. Because before I knew it, I was spying with a
flock of enchanted swans, talking (yes, talking!) to a fox named Todd, and nearly trampled by giants in the
Keys. Don’t believe me? I didn’t believe it either. But you’ll see. Because I knew it all was true, the second I
got cloaked.
The Sense of an Ending - Julian Barnes 2011-10-05
BOOKER PRIZE WINNER • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A novel that follows a middle-aged man as he
contends with a past he never much thought about—until his closest childhood friends return with a
vengeance: one of them from the grave, another maddeningly present. A novel so compelling that it begs to
be read in a single setting, The Sense of an Ending has the psychological and emotional depth and
sophistication of Henry James at his best, and is a stunning achievement in Julian Barnes's oeuvre. Tony
Webster thought he left his past behind as he built a life for himself, and his career has provided him with a
secure retirement and an amicable relationship with his ex-wife and daughter, who now has a family of her
own. But when he is presented with a mysterious legacy, he is forced to revise his estimation of his own
nature and place in the world.
The Scarlet Thread - Francine Rivers 2012-05
When Sierra finds a quilt made by one of her ancestors, she begins to explore the young woman's life and
rediscovers her own spirituality.
Diary of an Angry Alex - Crafty Nichole 2015-12-15
A Donkey Army and Their Angry LeaderAlex has decided to withdraw from the battle for a bit. And while
Steve is still fighting Herobrine Alex is working on a plan to defeat them both, WITH DONKEYS! Yes,
Operation Donkey Army is set in motion. Finally Alex is using that weird evil donkey laugh to her
advantage! HAA HA HEE-HAWWW HAHAHAAA! Find out what happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 7!
The Body of Christopher Creed - Carol Plum-Ucci 2008
Torey Adams, a high school junior with a seemingly perfect life, struggles with doubts and questions
surrounding the mysterious disappearance of the class outcast.
Supernatural: John Winchester's Journal - Alex Irvine 2009-05-19
Sam and Dean Winchester know all the secrets their father recorded in his journal. Now you can, too. On
November 2, 1983, Sam and Dean Winchester lost their mother to a demonic supernatural force. In the
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wake of the tragedy, their father, John, set out to learn everything he could about the paranormal evil that
lives in the dark corners and on the back roads of America . . . and how to kill it. In his personal journal, he
not only compiled folklore, legend, and superstition about all manner of otherworldly enemies but he also
recorded his experiences—hunting the creature that killed his wife even as he raised his two sons. Part
prequel, part resource guide, John Winchester's Journal finally gives fans the ultimate companion book for
Supernatural. It's all here: the exorcism Sam and Dean used in "Phantom Traveler," John's notes on
everything from shape-shifters to Samuel Colt, Dean's first hunt, Sam's peewee soccer team . . . and John's
single-minded pursuit of a growing and deadly evil.
Attack of the Giant Robot Chickens - Alexander Smith 2014-02-13
Why did the chicken cross the road? TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD!!! The city of Aberdeen is being
terrorised by giant robot chickens who want to peck out every last sign of human resistance. The streets
are empty, the adults have vanished - and those left behind are fighting for survival. Jesse and his friends
are desperate to save their families and stop the feathered fiends. They hatch a master plan ... but can a
gang of kids REALLY defeat an army of angry robot chickens? A hilarious, weird and wonderful adventure
from a cracking new author.
Diary of an Angry Alex - Crafty Nichole 2015-12-15
Anger -VS- Evil!Herobrine is causing havoc. Alex and Steve need to go to a safe place in order to think of a
plan to stop him. Time to go tunneling! Oh no, but that means working together with Steve in a tight space,
which isn't Alex's forte. Find out what happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 6!
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian - Sherman Alexie 2012-01-10
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane
Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on
the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is
based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the
character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to
break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman
Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors
alike.
Against Civility - Alex Zamalin 2021-02-02
The first history of racial injustice to examine how civility and white supremacy are linked, and a call for
citizens who care about social justice to abandon civility and practice civic radicalism The idea and practice
of civility has always been wielded to silence dissent, repress political participation, and justify violence
upon people of color. Although many progressives today are told that we need to be more polite and
thoughtful, less rancorous and angry, when we talk about race in America, civility maintains rather than
disrupts racial injustice. Spanning two hundred years, Zamalin’s accessible blend of intellectual history,
political biography, and contemporary political criticism shows that civility has never been neutral in its
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political uses and impacts. The best way to tackle racial inequality is through “civic radicalism,” an
alternative to civility found in the actions of Black radical leaders including Frederick Douglass, Harriet
Tubman, Ida B. Wells, Martin Luther King Jr., James Baldwin, Malcolm X, and Audre Lorde. Civic radicals
shock and provoke people. They name injustice and who is responsible for it. They protest, march, strike,
boycott, and mobilize collectively rather than form alliances with those who fundamentally oppose them. In
Against Civility, citizens who care deeply about racial and socioeconomic equality will see that they need to
abandon this concept of discreet politeness when it comes to racial justice and instead more fully support
disruptive actions and calls for liberation, which have already begun with movements like #MeToo, the
Dakota Access Pipeline protests, and Black Lives Matter.
After Peaches - Michelle Mulder 2009-10-01
Young Rosario Ramirez, who has moved with her family from Mexico to Canada, refuses to speak English
until she can pronounce the language perfectly, but when a migrant worker gets sick, she must interpret
for him at the hospital.
Diary of an Angry Alex - Crafty Nichole 2015-12-15
Meet Alex, the Angry Minded Minecrafter. Living with Steve isn't Easy!Alex is always the one farming,
while Steve gets to be awesome and cool, mining and adventuring. Alex wants to do that as well! But Steve
never thinks about her feelings. This makes Alex angry. Very angry! Stupid selfish Steve! Alex decides
Steve needs to fall in a hole and she's going to make sure he does. Find out what happens in the Diary of an
Angry Alex!
The Silent Patient - Alex Michaelides 2019-02-05
**THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** "An unforgettable—and Hollywood-bound—new
thriller... A mix of Hitchcockian suspense, Agatha Christie plotting, and Greek tragedy." —Entertainment
Weekly The Silent Patient is a shocking psychological thriller of a woman’s act of violence against her
husband—and of the therapist obsessed with uncovering her motive. Alicia Berenson’s life is seemingly
perfect. A famous painter married to an in-demand fashion photographer, she lives in a grand house with
big windows overlooking a park in one of London’s most desirable areas. One evening her husband Gabriel
returns home late from a fashion shoot, and Alicia shoots him five times in the face, and then never speaks
another word. Alicia’s refusal to talk, or give any kind of explanation, turns a domestic tragedy into
something far grander, a mystery that captures the public imagination and casts Alicia into notoriety. The
price of her art skyrockets, and she, the silent patient, is hidden away from the tabloids and spotlight at the
Grove, a secure forensic unit in North London. Theo Faber is a criminal psychotherapist who has waited a
long time for the opportunity to work with Alicia. His determination to get her to talk and unravel the
mystery of why she shot her husband takes him down a twisting path into his own motivations—a search for
the truth that threatens to consume him....
My Little Pony: The Journal of the Two Sisters - Amy Keating Rogers 2014-06-10
As seen on the hit animated series My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic! Learn all about the history of
Canterlot and Equestria in this replica of the magical journal kept by Princess Celestia and Princess Luna.
Find out how they were crowned, learn about their struggles to protect the ponies of Equestria, and relive
their ultimate battle against each other. Plus, learn more about Star Swirl and Bearded! (This abridged
edition only contains The Journal of Two Sisters. The Journal of Friendship is available separately.)
A Line of Blood - Ben McPherson 2015-09-29
In one of the most entertaining and twisty thrillers of the year a London family, a mother, father and young
son, must deal with the murder of their secretive next door neighbor and the intrusive police investigation
that follows. Readers will be faced with ever shifting and increasingly frightening suspicions that one or all
of them had something to do with it. Alex Mercer loves his family more than anything. His wife Millicent
and their precocious eleven-year-old son Max are everything to him, his little tribe. When he is with them
all is right with the world. But when he and Max find their next door neighbour dead in his bathtub, their
lives are suddenly and irrevocably changed. Max is surprisingly fascinated by the dead body, and Alex is
understandably anxious about how Max will react later, once he takes it all in. And Alex is increasingly
impatient for the police to conclude their investigation and call this the suicide that it so clearly was. But as
new information surfaces, it becomes clear that there is more to this than anyone is saying... Why was the
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neighbour charging his home improvements to the Mercers’ address? How did Millicent’s bracelet end up
in his apartment? And why, in fact, did Max lead his father into the house on the quiet summer night that
they found the corpse? As suspicion grows between the three, the once close-knit family starts to
disintegrate. Is Alex really the loving husband we believe him to be? And where is Millicent really going
when she disappears for hours, walking the parks of London, stewing over something that she can’t forget?
Each of them is suffering. Each has something to hide. And as each questions how well they really know
each other, they must decide how far they’ll go to protect themselves-and each other-from investigators
who are watching every move they make. Just waiting for someone to make a mistake.
Amazon Diary - Hudson Talbott 2012-10-01
The handwritten diary of a twelve-year-old boy offers readers a perspective on the Yanomami tribe that
takes him in when his plane crashes, a story that follows such adventures as Alex's participation in the
rescue of a kidnapped girl. Engaging and exciting narration by Fred Berman (The Lion King on Broadway).
Diary of Herobrine - Block 2015-06-15
Learn the truth about Herobrine's origins from his own diary. This amazing diary was recently discovered
in a cave deep within a valley of the Overworld. Now, you can learn how Herobrine came to be and, more
importantly, why he came to be. WARNING: This diary is not for the faint of heart. Do NOT read this book
late at night... All illustrations in the diary (except those in the introduction) were drawn by Herobrine
himself!
Sent - Margaret Peterson Haddix 2009-08-25
In this exciting sequel to Found, Jonah, Katherine, Alex and Chip are convinced by JB that they must travel
back in time to 1483 to fix history by preventing a murderous plot against the young princes in order for
disaster to be averted in the present day.
Diary of an Angry Alex - Crafty Nichole 2015-12-15
Alex, the Angry Minecrafter is no longer angry, LOL JK!This time Alex finds Steve in the mines while he
should be farming. But Steve acts innocent. Alex isn't buying it though. Who else would look like Steve
other than Steve? It's not possible...or is it? One thing is for sure, whoever this "not-Steve" person is, he's
aggravating Alex! Find out what happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 4!
Diary of Herobrine's Child [An Unofficial Minecraft Book] - Crafty Nichole 2015-11-12
Read the Amazing Story of Herobrine's Child!Hiroko is a young girl who was adopted by a village couple
when she was a baby and has been living peacefully with them and their son Tom. She is unaware of her
origins, but she is the daughter of Herobrine and his wife, who left her there to avoid capture by Steve, who
is Herobrine's sworn enemy. Then on her 12th birthday her powers awaken and her eyes start to glow
white. After finding out about her real parents from her current family, she decides to find them but Steve,
who feels threatened by Hiroko's powers, is also trying to find Hiroko. Will she be able to find her real
parents before Steve captures her? Find out in the Diary of Herobrine's Child!
Diary of Sam the Swordsman (an Unofficial Minecraft Book) - Steve the Noob 2016-12-13
11k words and 10 pictures. A new adventure about a skeleton named Sam. Disclaimer: This book is a work
of fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or
supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft
name, trademarks or copyrights. Minecraft �/TM & � 2009-2016 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft *** Tags: kids
books, minecraft handbook, minecraft, minecraft books,minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft secrets
handbook, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series,
free kids books, minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids (Minecraft Kids Book,
Minecraft Secrets, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Book, Minecraft Villagers, Minecraft Books for Kids and
Teens)
The True Story of George - Ingrid Lee 2004-09-01
George is hardly bigger than a child's middle finger. His knees and his elbows don't bend and his legs are
fused together. When Katie and Mackenzie find him at the edge of the ocean, they are unimpressed, but
George keeps turning up in their lives. And what may seem ordinary to a girl and a boy can be an awesome
adventure if you are six centimeters tall.
Work's a Bitch and Then You Make It Work - Andrea Kay 2012-01-09
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Are you frustrated by the indignities of life in today’s workplace? More work, longer hours, fewer benefits,
incompetent bosses—career consultant and expert Andrea Kay has heard it all. In her new book, Kay
connects with the 85 percent of the workforce who feel unsatisfied with their careers. Readers will
immediately recognize themselves in the stories she tells, gleaned from the thousands of unhappy workers
who have responded to Kay’s nationally syndicated column and appearances. But Kay doesn’t just explore
what’s wrong with the workplace today; she empowers workers to think about their careers in a new way,
to get past disillusionment and feelings of powerlessness to see the possibilities and control they do have.
She counsels readers on how to aim high and be fearless in presenting new ideas; how to cope with the
unpredictable; how to determine whether a company is a good match for you; how to define the kind of
work arrangement you want, and get up the nerve to ask for it. Throughout the text and the thoughtprovoking exercises that accompany it, she offers ways to take concrete and positive steps that will improve
both your career and your life. Work may indeed be a bitch sometimes, but with Andrea Kay’s help, readers
will work it out.
Diary of Alex the Explorer - Steve the Noob 2016-11-10
Alex goes on a journey to find a new land for her people. Disclaimer: This book is a work of fanfiction; it is
not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or supported by Mojang
AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or
copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft ***Tags: kids books, minecraft
handbook, minecraft, minecraft books,minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft secrets handbook,
minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, free kids
books, minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids (Minecraft Kids Book,
Minecraft Secrets, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Book, Minecraft Villagers, Minecraft Books for Kids and
Teens)
Into the Wild - Jon Krakauer 2009-09-22
Krakauer’s page-turning bestseller explores a famed missing person mystery while unraveling the larger
riddles it holds: the profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk
activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex, charged bond between fathers and sons.
"Terrifying... Eloquent... A heart-rending drama of human yearning." —New York Times In April 1992 a
young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt.
McKinley. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions,
burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four months later, his decomposed
body was found by a moose hunter. How Christopher Johnson McCandless came to die is the unforgettable
story of Into the Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed through
the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes Jack London and John Muir. In the
Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it of its license plates, and burned all of his cash. He would
give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and, unencumbered by money and belongings, he would
be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving a blank spot on the
map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he
vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the
disquieting facts of McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he searches for
the clues to the drives and desires that propelled McCandless. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn
out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté,
pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing
from being compelled to look over the edge. Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out
of the shadows, and the peril, adversity, and renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are
illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking,
Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every
page.
Diary of an Angry Alex - Crafty Nichole 2016-01-22
The Angry Apprentice and the Evil Mentor!Alex is now Herobrine's apprentice in hope of acquiring the
perfect evil laugh and cool evil trickery skills. But Herobrine is a very strict teacher and Alex keeps getting
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smacked for not being evil enough! Will she be able to endure it or give up being evil altogether? Find out
what happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 8!
Breathing Underwater - Alex Flinn 2012-03-13
Don’t miss this timely contemporary young adult novel from Alex Flinn, the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Beastly, about a teenage boy’s struggle to break free from the cycle of abuse. “Gripping.”
—Publishers Weekly Intelligent, popular, handsome, and wealthy, sixteen-year-old Nick Andreas is pretty
much perfect—on the outside, at least. What no one knows—not even his best friend—is the terror and
anger that Nick faces every time he is alone with his father. Then he and Caitlin fall in love, and Nick thinks
his problems are over. Caitlin is the one person he can confide in, the only person who understands him.
But when Nick’s anger and jealousy overtake him, things begin to spiral out of control and Nick realizes
that he’s more his father’s son than he wants to be. Now Nick must confront his inner demons to stop the
history of violence from repeating itself. Winner of the Black-Eyed Susan Award An ALA Top 10 Best Book
for Young Adults An International Reading Association Young Adult Choices List Pick A New York Public
Library Book for the Teen Age Pick
The Book Thief - Markus Zusak 2007-12-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME
The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times.
When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath.
Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she
can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her
stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her
basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak,
author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book
that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST
NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Go Ask Alice - Anonymous 1971-09-14
A fifteen-year-old drug user chronicles her daily struggle to escape the pull of the drug world.
The Great Garage Sale - Marilyn Helmer 2013-05
DJ mistakenly sells the wrong jewelry box to his friend at his grandma's garage sale and has to sacrifice his
beloved skateboard to make things right.
Safe Haven - Nicholas Sparks 2012-12-18
In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman running from her past slowly falls for a
kind-hearted store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a mysterious young
woman named Katie appears in the small North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises
questions about her past. Beautiful yet self-effacing, Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties
until a series of events draws her into two reluctant relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store owner
with a kind heart and two young children; and another with her plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite
her reservations, Katie slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots in the close-knit community
and becoming increasingly attached to Alex and his family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she
struggles with the dark secret that still haunts and terrifies her . . . a past that set her on a fearful,
shattering journey across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and
stubborn support, Katie eventually realizes that she must choose between a life of transient safety and one
of riskier rewards . . . and that in the darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.
The Book of Lies - Aleister Crowley 2018-01-23
Aleister Crowley s The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of occultism. Deciphering its many
layers of hidden meaning requires a little patience and more than a beginner s knowledge of Thelema. For
those interested in passing beyond the initiate stage, the reward offered by a deeper understanding of this
challenging text is well worth the effort. This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing
restores all of Crowley s original text, including the important keys, sigils and diagrams often omitted from
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reprints.
Diary of an Angry Alex - Crafty Nichole 2015-12-15
Alex, the Angry Minded Minecrafter is at it again!Living with Steve has improved quite a bit since last time
but Steve manages to make Alex angry again! What did he do THIS TIME? And what is Alex plotting to do
to Steve? Find out in the Diary of an Angry Alex 2!
Maid - Stephanie Land 2019-01-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AND INSPIRATION FOR THE NETFLIX LIMITED SERIES, HAILED BY
ROLLING STONE AS "A GREAT ONE." "A single mother's personal, unflinching look at America's class
divide, a description of the tightrope many families walk just to get by, and a reminder of the dignity of all
work." -PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, Obama's Summer Reading List At 28, Stephanie Land's dreams of
attending a university and becoming a writer quickly dissolved when a summer fling turned into an
unplanned pregnancy. Before long, she found herself a single mother, scraping by as a housekeeper to
make ends meet. Maid is an emotionally raw, masterful account of Stephanie's years spent in service to
upper middle class America as a "nameless ghost" who quietly shared in her clients' triumphs, tragedies,
and deepest secrets. Driven to carve out a better life for her family, she cleaned by day and took online
classes by night, writing relentlessly as she worked toward earning a college degree. She wrote of the true
stories that weren't being told: of living on food stamps and WIC coupons, of government programs that
barely provided housing, of aloof government employees who shamed her for receiving what little
assistance she did. Above all else, she wrote about pursuing the myth of the American Dream from the
poverty line, all the while slashing through deep-rooted stigmas of the working poor. Maid is Stephanie's
story, but it's not hers alone. It is an inspiring testament to the courage, determination, and ultimate
strength of the human spirit.
Notes From The Midnight Driver - Jordan Sonnenblick 2010-02-01
Just when you thought you had it all figured out . . . "Alex Peter Gregory, you are a moron!" Laurie slammed
her palms down on my desk and stomped her foot. I get a lot of that.One car crash.One measly little car
crash. And suddenly, I'm some kind of convicted felon.My parents are getting divorced, my dad is shacking
up with my third-grade teacher, I might be in love with a girl who could kill me with one finger, and now
I'm sentenced to babysit some insane old guy.What else could possibly go wrong?This is the story of Alex
Gregory, his guitar, his best gal pal Laurie, and the friendship of a lifetime that he never would have
expected.
The Shadows - Alex North 2020-07-07
"This is absorbing, headlong reading, a play on classic horror with an inventiveness of its own... As with all
the best illusions, you are left feeling not tricked, but full of wonder." – The New York Times The haunting
new thriller from Alex North, author of the New York Times bestseller The Whisper Man You knew a
teenager like Charlie Crabtree. A dark imagination, a sinister smile--always on the outside of the group.
Some part of you suspected he might be capable of doing something awful. Twenty-five years ago, Crabtree
did just that, committing a murder so shocking that it’s attracted that strange kind of infamy that only
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exists on the darkest corners of the internet--and inspired more than one copycat. Paul Adams remembers
the case all too well: Crabtree--and his victim--were Paul’s friends. Paul has slowly put his life back
together. But now his mother, old and suffering from dementia, has taken a turn for the worse. Though
every inch of him resists, it is time to come home. It's not long before things start to go wrong. Paul learns
that Detective Amanda Beck is investigating another copycat that has struck in the nearby town of
Featherbank. His mother is distressed, insistent that there's something in the house. And someone is
following him. Which reminds him of the most unsettling thing about that awful day twenty-five years ago.
It wasn't just the murder. It was the fact that afterward, Charlie Crabtree was never seen again...
Desmond Pucket Makes Monster Magic - Mark Tatulli 2013-10-01
"Tatulli's entry into the comics/fiction--hybrid market is one of the best…The target audience will snap this
up and beg for more." ---Kirkus Reviews (starred review) "This is full of ghoulish fun, and fans of Diary of a
Wimpy Kid probably won't want to miss it." ---School Library Journal "Desmond Pucket neatly fills a gap for
our readers---it's a step more sophisticated than Diary of a Wimpy Kid but appeals to that reader. It's also
so great to have a Halloween/monster/scary stuff series to offer boys that is not Goosebumps." ---Rebecca
Waesch, Children's Product Manager, Joseph-Beth Booksellers Meet Desmond Pucket---professor of
frightology and master of monsters. Someday Desmond will be famous for his special effects wizardry, but
for now he's just trying to make it through sixth grade at Cloverfield Memorial Junior High, which means he
needs to stay one step ahead of the school's disciplinary officer, Mr. Needles. The only problem is Desmond
just can't stop pulling pranks---like the time he attached a shrieking rubber goblin to the toilet seat in the
teachers' bathroom. Mrs. Rubin screamed so loudly her wig flew off! Or the time he put giant motorized
worms into the mashed potatoes in the cafeteria. Or the time Desmond and his best friend, Ricky, arranged
for a three-headed ghost to crash his sister's slumber party. Rachel still hasn't forgiven him. And now
Desmond has to stay prank-free for the rest of the year, or he won't be able to go on the class trip to Crab
Shell Pier, home of the Mountain Full of Monsters ride! It's going to be tough, but Desmond has to try. This
book includes a section of "Desmond's Notes": instructions for making monster magic (think scary noises,
or fake blood) at home!
The Land of Stories: The Enchantress Returns - Chris Colfer 2013-08-06
Alex and Conner Bailey have not been back to the magical Land of Stories since their adventures in The
Wishing Spell ended. But one night, they learn the famed Enchantress has kidnapped their mother. Against
the will of their grandmother (the one and only Fairy Godmother), the twins must find their own way into
the Land of Stories to rescue their mother and save the fairy tale world from the greatest threat it's ever
faced.
Worst Job Ever! [an Unofficial Minecraft Book] - R. K. Davenport 2021-01-29
Diary of Herobrine's Cowardly Helper -- Book 1: Worst Job Ever! Desperate to earn some extra emeralds, a
young boy accepts a job offer at a mysterious science lab. Good News: The pay is excellent!Bad News:
Herobrine is his new boss! About The Series: Diary of Herobrine's Cowardly Helper is a twisted tale about a
kid who bit off more than he could chew. It's 60% comedy, 40% horror, and 100% random. Every book also
includes a bonus short story! Why? Because extras are cool...dude!
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